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Eleonor Marcussen

Introduction 
This article addresses urban reconstruction in Bihar after the 1934 Bihar-
Nepal earthquake by arguing that the aftermath became an opportunity for 
the local government to implement town planning according to ideas of 
urban improvements guiding sanitation, engineering and control of spaces 
since the late nineteenth century in colonial India. While earthquake safety 
surfaced as a central aim of town planning, the local government used 
the reconstruction phase to improve sanitation facilities, widen roads and 
restructure plots in bazaars of the three worst affected towns—Monghyr, 
Darbhanga and Muzaffarpur. Arguably, sanitation engineering with more 
spaced and simpler structures in effect meant buildings less likely to kill 
people in future earthquakes. Congestion and overpopulation were blamed 
for the many deaths in the bazaars but the same factors were also seen as 
the major cause of “insanitary” conditions according to town planners and 
the government officials incharge of the planning process. Wider roads 
and lanes, and more sparsely populated areas and lower houses were 
measures likely to prevent deaths on the same scale in case an earthquake 
visited again. In order to achieve sanitary improvements and earthquake 
safety, the population density in the bazaars had to be brought down by 
reducing the number of plots, by controlling building techniques, widening 
roads and by constructing drains. As will be discussed in this article, the 
earthquake aftermath as an opportunity to undertake town planning reflected 
colonial ideas of governance in terms of sanitation, trade and security. In a 
longer perspective and in the specific context of earthquakes, the colonial 
planning bequeathed to Bihar an enduring legacy that circumvented safety 
before improvements that in the end were largely left unfinished because 
of lacking finances. In view of claims made by contemporary policies 
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on disaster aftermaths as opportunities to “build back better” in order to 
increase resilience (NDMP 2016: 121) or as means to push “development” 
in the broadest socio-economic sense (Fordham 2007: 339–340), the 1934 
earthquake aftermath and reconstruction process illustrate how notions of 
“improvements” in town planning showed little concern for stakeholders 
and people at risk in future earthquakes.

In the following section I show how town planning became central to the 
idea of earthquake safety in view of investigations and recommendations 
for building materials and techniques. In the second part I analyze how the 
idea of town planning was conceptualised by government officials along the 
lines of town planning in cities, namely as a means to primarily “improve” 
sanitation and transport rather than being about earthquake safety. Town 
planning in Monghyr serves as a case study of how the earthquake became 
an opportunity for the colonial government to make new “improved” 
bazaars according to such hygienic standards. The planning in several ways 
understimated the human side of urban renewal as the relocation of residents, 
financial compensation and tenancy rights became points of contention in 
the reconfiguration of space. 

Learning from Disaster: An Opportunity for Improvements  
in the Reconstruction of Houses
As noted in secondary literature on earthquake engineering in India, 
“serious and systematic efforts” were made at building earthquake resistant 
constructions and for developing earthquake codes in India after the 1935 
Quetta earthquake (Jain and Nigam 2000: 2–3). Even though the 1935 
Quetta earthquake took place more than a year after the Bihar earthquake, its 
rebuilding plan was, according to Geological Society of India (GSI), ahead 
of Bihar and a model example of a building code that “rigidly enforced” 
reconstruction (Dunn et al. 1939: 175). The 1935 Quetta earthquake posed 
altogether a different set of circumstances that resulted in a more systematic 
and controlled reconstruction process. The success in developing earthquake 
resistant buildings in Quetta was partly explained with the town’s status as 
a military area, which made it easier to rebuild railways, military, and the 
civil administration (Jain and Nigam 2000: 3). The military’s control of 
Quetta and the ban on residents to return in both the immediate aftermath 
and during the reconstruction phase solved the problem of having to erect 
temporary housing and facilitated rebuilding permanent structures—a 
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measure which would have been difficult to justify in Bihar, where town 
inhabitants mostly remained displaced within the towns. More importantly, 
however, the development of new engineering techniques in Quetta emerged 
from the opportunity to review learning from a recent earthquake nearby. 
After the 1931 Mach earthquake, an engineer undertook rebuilding of 
railway buildings according to an earthquake resistant technique developed 
specifically for the seismic area affected in both earthquakes (Jain 2002: 
319; Kumar 1933). As the 1935 earthquake struck, the earthquake-resistant 
railway quarters located in the area of maximum intensity were the only 
houses that escaped undamaged. The experience served as evidence of not 
only the successful building technique, but also the importance of investing 
in research and buildings to prevent damages and deaths (Jain 2002: 319). 
The earthquake-resistant buildings proved what secondary sources are soon 
to point out in the often-tragic aftermaths of earthquakes: buildings kill 
people, earthquakes do not (Wisner 2001: 125). 

While Quetta posed as a school book example of how it is possible to 
learn from disasters by developing constructions according to the seismic 
local experiences, the planners and government officials in Bihar used 
the earthquake as a lesson about urban planning that had more to do with 
ideas of “improvements” and sanitation than building in anticipation of 
future earthquakes. According to GSI’s documentation on the aftermath, 
the “unique” structures of mixed materials, kaccà-pakkà and kaccà, was 
the reason for why an encompassing “Indian” building code for earthquake 
safe constructions was yet to be conceived in 1934. Rather contradictory, 
the GSI at the same time saw a need to develop a code for the very reason 
that structures of mixed materials had resulted in widespread destruction 
in larger towns and villages (Dunn et al. 1939: 175). A Punjab government 
publication on “earthquake-resisting design” from 1934 claimed the financial 
constraints of private individuals to be the reason for the lack of a general 
code in India (Astbury 1934). Rebuilding according to earthquake resistant 
designs, which the publication provided several local examples of from major 
earthquakes such as the 1905 Kangra earthquake, was difficult since “forms 
of construction within the means of the people are often so restricted that no 
general Code is practicable” (Astbury 1934: 1). While financial constraints 
of private persons was seen as a problem for implementing such a code in 
terms of building materials, the GSI recommended simplicity as a means 
to build earthquake-safe houses with the same costs as ordinary buildings 
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(Dunn et al. 1939: 166–167, 170–171, 174). According to the GSI, the low 
quality of building materials had contributed to the large amount of destroyed 
houses, simply because “the average Indian householder” could not afford 
“high grade materials” (Dunn, Auden and Ghosh 1934: 40). Hence, the loss 
of life in Bihar was according to the GSI “due to poor building construction,” 
since a considerable portion of the town inhabitants could only afford to 
build houses of kaccà-pakkà material, the most severely damaged houses 
in the earthquake (Dunn, Auden and Ghosh 1934: 40). The “best insurance 
against earthquake damage” in future earthquakes, was to use “good quality 
mortar and brick-work,” an option that was restricted to those who could 
afford it (Dunn, Auden and Ghosh 1934: 40). According to the arguments 
forwarded by the GSI, the inability to afford anything better limited the 
population to build low-quality constructions. The same reasoning was 
applied by the local government’s report in its analysis of the many deaths 
as the outcome of people living in “ill-constructed bazar [sic] houses, not 
because they preferred that type, but because they could not afford anything 
better” (Brett 1935: 71). In spite of recognizing a lack of funds as a reason for 
using lower quality of construction material, the local government reinstated 
normal tariffs for the sale of permanent reconstruction materials on June 30, 
1934, after traders complained about relief societies importing and selling 
construction materials at reduced rates. To the local government it was 
“more important to stimulate the regular trade in building materials than to 
aim at providing such materials at very low prices.” Reduced prices were 
expected to “have stifled the private enterprise;” on the contrary, rather than 
maintaining “artificially” low prices, the local government wanted to provide 
“reasonable” price levels for the buyers and “at the same time encourage the 
development of private enterprise.” Still, the local government interfered 
in the trade by, for instance, guaranteeing a fixed price to brick burners for 
any additional quantity that they were unable to sell and by supplying coal 
to the brick-burning kilns (Brett 1935: 77–78). In contrast, preliminary 
research into the archival holdings on earthquake reconstruction in Nepal 
finds that the government under the Rana regime took the responsibility for 
the supplies of construction material, although further archival research is 
needed to elaborate on procurement and distribution (Raj 2015: 391, 402). 

In recognition of materials and construction techniques playing a vital 
role in the event of another earthquake, the GSI listed the possibility of 
rebuilding within the financial means available. Several earthquake-resistant 
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building techniques had been in use since the 1897 Assam earthquake. 
An indigenous construction of kaccà-pakkà “very old” timber houses had 
survived the 1934 earthquake remarkably well, and so had earthquake 
resistant constructions with a framework of split bamboo on a masonry plinth 
in the 1930 Dhubri earthquake (Gee 1934: 3, 8–9, 88; Dunn et al. 1939: 168). 
The latter was a technique that let the house structure move as a whole while 
other buildings of same material with the frames attached to the plinth were 
“considerably damaged” (Dunn et al. 1939: 168). Similarly in Chapra and 
in Muzaffarpur, brick or mud houses raised on timber frames had collapsed 
with less frequency compared to “ordinary” brick houses and those which 
were damaged could be repaired (Dunn et al. 1939: 252), making them both 
life-saving and cost efficient constructions. These constructions appeared 
to have formed the basis for the GSI’s recommendation for the government 
to “encourage” reconstruction with timber pillars and frames in both kaccà 
and kaccà-pakkà buildings. Apart from examples of such local construction 
methods and materials, GSI insisted on upgrading construction materials 
by using “good quality mortar and brick-work” as it served as the “best 
insurance against earthquake damage” (Dunn, Auden and Ghosh 1934: 45). 

The Japanese “earthquake expert” Nobuji Nasu, who visited the 
earthquake area in April–July 1934 and reviewed the data collected by the 
GSI, offered a lesson from the 1923 Kanto earthquake (Nasu 1935: 417). In 
the earthquake experiments with an earthquake-proof brick building of the 
Seismological Observatory in Tokyo Imperial University had demonstrated 
that the walls of parabolic cross-section withstood shaking without damages 
as compared to straight brick columns (Nasu 1935: 430). Although the 
reinforced concrete building with iron framework “easily” ranked first among 
the various kinds of earthquake-proof buildings according to Nasu, he was 
“strongly impressed with the suitability of the kacca-pucca [sic] and kacca 
style of buildings for India.” Like the GSI, he was of the opinion that the 
damages to houses were the outcome of “the inability of the average Indian 
householder to afford high grade building materials.” With future earthquakes 
in mind he recommended restricting the height of kaccà-pakkà buildings to 
one story and walls of parabolic or trapezoidal cross-section as the best way 
to minimize potential damages (Nasu 1935: 431). The recommendation to 
make walls with a broad base and thin at the top was duly noted by the GSI 
as a suggestion for “mud huts” and kaccà buildings (Dunn et al. 1939: 167), 
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even though Nasu clearly referred to the technique used for brick-made walls 
which had stood firm in the 1923 Kanto earthquake.

Apart from the reconstruction of private residences, the official sources 
of the government showed concern for suitable materials and techniques 
to be used in the reconstruction of large official buildings. The collapse 
of, and damages to these buildings were however not explained by poor 
quality of material or inadequate maintenance for that matter, but rather 
by the construction technique used. Many buildings considered “modern” 
such as Patna Hospital, the English Church at Patna and the agricultural 
institute Pusa were lost or irreparably damaged, while Patna’s landmark 
building, the considerably older Golghar built in 1786 (Brown 2005: 53) 
was left with “barely a scratch.”1 It was recognized that the scope for the 
greatest improvements was in the construction of larger pakkà houses and 
“particularly those used for official purposes” (Dunn et al. 1939: 168). 
In these cases GSI noted how “high quality materials” had not prevented 
slumping and cracks in heavier buildings, such as the sugar mills in North 
Bihar (Dunn et al. 1939: 172). In order to reduce the risks of damages and 
high mortality, the GSI recommended improving designs by ensuring strong 
foundations in heavy buildings (Dunn et al. 1939: 171). 

An advertisement for “cheap earthquake proof pucca [sic] houses” by 
contractors in the local newspapers (see, The Behar Herald 1934a) might 
have struck a chord with the general public since the cost of bricks was 
prohibitive to many. The interest shown by concrete and cement companies 
in marketing their products in the reconstruction phase has been described 
as an early interest in “earthquake engineering” (Jain and Nigam 2000: 3) 
but there is little to substantiate an increased use of these materials in pakkà 
houses. A later publication based on articles from newspapers and journals 
claimed reinforced concrete and “reinforced brick work” to have replaced 
the use of “mud, mortar and lime” (Roy Chaudhury 1962: 122). Although 
the Cement Marketing Company of India offered reduced prices of up to 
12.5 percent in Muzaffarpur and 20 percent in Monghyr (Brett 1935: 78), 
it targeted factories and sizable houses of the wealthier sections rather than 
a general town population, judging by the types of large constructions 
advertised in for instance the special issue The Great Indian Earthquake 
by The Indian Concrete Journal, published on behalf of The Cement 

1 The “badly damaged” English Church documented in photo and text on the 
cover of The Statesman of January 21, 1934 (see, The Statesman 1934).
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Marketing Company of India, Ltd. Likewise, advertisements by the Concrete 
Association of India aimed at a select number of people with its examples 
of “earthquake proof buildings,” illustrated with photographs of grand 
concrete houses still standing in The Statesman’s Record of the Great Indian 
Earthquake (cf. Moore 1934). Still, spokesmen advertising the benefits of 
using cement mortar rather than mud mortar in building brick houses argued 
that it was a cost-efficient choice in a longer perspective since it was cheaper 
to maintain, prevented water leakages and could carry greater weight and 
thereby additional stories (Jardine 1934b).

Although the GSI as well as Nasu recommended first of all to upgrade 
construction materials and to use more suitable techniques for the 
reconstruction of both private houses and official institutions, town planning 
would become a primary means to address earthquake safety in urban areas 
where most of the deaths had taken place. The recommendations pertaining 
to materials, techniques and planning all reflected an acute awareness 
and knowledge about the impact of the built environment in turning the 
earthquake into a disaster. Out of these measures to rebuild safer houses 
and towns, town planning rather than building techniques or improved 
materials became the means of engineers and government officials to address 
earthquake safety.

Town Planning: Sanitation Engineering and Reordering of Space
While waiting for an earthquake building code to be invented, the GSI 
recommended that “much could also be done by legislation in controlling 
the height of buildings and the width of streets” (Dunn et al. 1939: 166–167, 
174) under supervision of the municipal authorities. As a general rule for 
towns, the GSI advised those who could afford to rebuild with better quality 
materials, of lower height and with simplified designs. In addition, and 
not solely dependent on the private house-owners, they recommended to 
make wider roads in order to provide more space between houses in order 
to lessen the number of deaths and to provide potential escape routes for 
survivors in future earthquakes. The local government’s report reiterated 
the recommendation to compensate the low-quality construction materials 
by town planning: “It was not feasible to ensure that people should have 
houses which should not fall down in the next earthquake; it was possible 
in the worst areas to see that the roads should be made wide enough to form 
reasonable places to refuge” (Brett 1935: 72). The recommendations thereby 
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suggested that, besides improved building materials and technical solutions 
for those individuals who could afford, town planning was measure by which 
the government was willing to interfere in order to prevent large-scale death 
and destruction in future earthquakes. 

In passing, the wholesale reconstruction after the 1923 Kanto earthquake 
was mentioned as a suitable model in opinion articles (Jardine 1934a; 
Nariman 1934) and in the official government report on the relief and 
reconstruction phase (Brett 1935: 71) but the scope of planning in Bihar 
narrowed down on selected areas, namely the bazaars. Although earthquake 
safety and the fear of future earthquakes were two themes frequently called 
upon to argue for town planning, the urban transformation essentially meant 
improvements of sanitation and roads. From the perspective of government 
officials and planners, town planning as an intrinsic part of earthquake 
reconstruction served as a stone to kill two birds, i.e., wider roads and 
lower population density improved sanitation and roads, and at the same 
time lowered the risk to human lives and the built environment in future 
earthquakes. As discussed in this section, measures to implement earthquake 
safety, widening roads and lowering the population density, conveniently 
conflated with the dominant paradigm of town planning which aimed at 
improving sanitation engineering and circulation.

The prolonged process of town planning started in the last week of 
January 1934 and soon involved the public, engineers, district officers, 
the municipalities and the provincial administration. Less than two weeks 
after the earthquake, the provincial government in Patna discussed town 
planning in the important market towns Darbhanga and Muzaffarpur in 
Tirhut, and Monghyr south of the Ganges, which were largely ruined by 
the earthquake. Rebuilding what the local government saw as “the more 
important towns,” Monghyr and Muzaffarpur presented “an opportunity for 
something in the nature of modern town-planning” while the reconstruction 
of Darbhanga would be undertaken mainly by the Darbhanga Raj.2 In reply 
to an initial proposal for town planning in Muzaffarpur and Darbhanga, the 
Commissioner of Tirhut expressed his perception of the earthquake and the 
destruction as an opportunity to transform Darbhanga into “the model town”: 

2 Notes, and anonymous memos passed between P.C. Tallents, Secretary to the 
Govt. of B&O, W.G. Lacey, Secretary, Local Self-Government (LSG), and Judicial 
Dept., Patna, January 26–30, 1934, Reconstruction Department, Earthquake Branch 
(RE), Bihar State Archives (BSA).
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“Theoretically the clean-sweep made by the earthquake is the Godsent [sic] 
opportunity to replace dirt, discomfort, and irregularity, by the model town.”3 
He pointed out that to rebuild Darbhanga as a “model town” was going to be 
costly and people’s reluctance to move or alter plots would pose a problem 
in remodeling the towns. According to the Commissioner’s suggestion, the 
residents of areas under town planning would only be able to finance the 
rebuilding of houses or shops with financial assistance if they agreed to alter, 
or altogether change plots. He foresaw how reconstruction was a case “for the 
Government to take advantage,” noting from conversations in Patna how “in 
particular it has been suggested that at least some action should be taken to 
widen the principal thorough fares of these towns.” The widening of roads, 
which facilitated trade and movement, was seen as equally important to the 
sanitary benefits incurred by town planning. 

In such exchanges of ideas concerning town planning, earthquake 
safety was secondary to the sanitary benefits envisioned by the government 
officials. Yet the visually powerful devastation of the Chowk bazaar in 
Monghyr served to illustrate how a lack of planning had led to disaster. 
The earthquake transformed the bazaar into a “gigantic rubble heap, piled 
15 feet high” where it was impossible to tell where the roads and lanes had 
been (Brett 1935: 72). Other bazaars in Monghyr had also toppled down 
and most of the injuries and deaths had occurred in Topekhana bazaar, Bari 
bazaar and the Chowk bazaar. In a residential area of Monghyr’s Chowk 
bazaar, eighty persons were dug out within one and a half hour, leaving 
the number of people buried under the debris to be “well imagined” in the 
narrow and congested roads and lanes.4 These descriptions of a lacking and 
badly planned built environment rested upon, and reinforced colonial ideas 
of bazaars as chaotic and negative spaces (for colonial perceptions of the 
bazaar, see Sengupta 2011). Congestion and narrow lanes turned the bazaars 
into high-risk areas while in less congested mohallàs (hamlet, neighborhood) 
the number of deaths was much smaller.5 Those who escaped through the 
dust and darkness as the houses fell, ran for open space such as the Maidan 

3 “Town Planning in the Tirhut Division,” J.E. Scott to P.C. Tallents, Muzaffarpur, 
February 9, 1934, RE, BSA.

4 Speaker K.B. Abdul Wahab Khan, from Monghyr District, February 15, 1934, 
Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council Proceedings 30(2), p. 158.

5 Report on the earthquake by P.C. Tallents to the Home Dept., New Delhi, August 
17, 1934, Home Dept., Political Branch (HP), NAI. 
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of the fort in Monghyr where thousands were looking for refuge according 
to an eyewitness (Goenka 1934: 117). Relief Commissioner Brett, in-charge 
of coordinating town planning, argued in the Legislative Council when the 
town plan for Monghyr was finally approved, that the deaths could easily be 
avoided in future earthquakes by thorough town planning with open spaces 
and wider roads (The Behar Herald 1934b). 

The governor’s announcement of a new town plan for Monghyr warned 
of the dangers of the bazaar: the “congested” Chowk bazaar’s “narrow lanes 
and high buildings” had formed a “death trap” (quoted in Roy Chaudhury 
1960: 548). The less densely populated Motihari and Jamalpur were used 
as examples where town planning had arguably saved people’s lives. In 
Jamalpur, though the material destruction was extensive, the reason for 
the relatively low number of deaths was thanks to the town being “not 
so congested and not so populous as Monghyr is.”6 The same sentiments 
resounded in newspapers, for instance The Englishman (1934), which hailed 
the “scientific town plan” for Monghyr’s bazaar with wide roads through 
the “most densely populated quarter.” When the plan was being drafted, the 
government announced it as “a useful and hygienic” scheme which would 
“remove congestion,” “provide better sanitation,” and was “likely to be 
conducive to economic improvement and minimize the risk to life” (Indian 
Nation 1934a). 

The arguments for earthquake safety, increased space between 
buildings and lower population density, at the same time conflated with 
sanitation engineering that proved highly influential from the turn of the 
twentieth century. “Improvements” by town planning promoted sanitation 
and circulation of people and goods, the same ideas that guided colonial 
town planning since the late nineteenth century. From the first decade of 
the twentieth century, the British administrators in India advocated town 
planning as the best means of dealing with insanitary conditions. Their 
ideas were influenced by the contemporaneous town planning movement 
in Britain, which had been developing from the turn of the century (Gooptu 
2001: 76–77). 

Previous literature on primarily metropolitan cities illustrates how 
planning was about asserting colonial power by means of building impressive 
buildings and constructing infrastructure to facilitate commerce and security. 

6 Rai Bahadur Harendra Nath Banarji, Jamalpur, February 14, 1934 (GoBO 
1934: 167–168).
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This development intensified by 1857 when security concerns motivated the 
dismantling of dense urban settlements and the construction of boulevards 
and wider roads in British colonial India (Spodek 2013: 55). Colonial 
power was at the heart of town planning by structuring communications 
and defence in order to enhance control over the cities and its residents as 
Talwar Oldenburg (1984: 52–60) has shown in her study of Lucknow and 
north Indian cities after 1857. Water supply and sewerage did form part of 
new sanitation measures but not until the turn of the nineteenth century, 
when a plague struck Bombay in 1896, sanitation engineering became 
not only a cure to prevent the spreading of diseases but also a necessity to 
ensure international commerce in the important port city (Spodek 2013: 57). 
While pandemics of the nineteenth century started off “modern planning” 
in India (Datta 2012: 2), addressing “sanitary disorder” by widening roads 
and reordering spaces served also to enhance Bombay’s image as “a centre 
of imperial and commercial power” (Kidambi 2007: 71). 

It may however also be noted, Spodek (2013: 57) points out, that until the 
turn of the century very little professional expertise existed for drafting and 
planning town planning in India. Planning excluded social planning: sanitary 
and civil engineers cleared slums, built roads, filled up tanks to get rid of 
mosquitos and ensured the functioning of water provisions and sewerage 
services for the civil lines. For instance, only eight out of eighty-seven 
towns in the United Provinces had water supply systems at the beginning 
of the twentieth century, and in Bombay Presidency, just ten out of 157 
municipalities had a so-called “modern” water supply system (Mann 2007: 
28). The decision to shift the capital from Calcutta to Delhi in 1911 sparked 
renewed interest in the planning of towns and cities across India (Datta 
2012: 1). As town planning entered a new phase of Improvement Trusts 
inspired by the trusts in Bombay (1898) and Calcutta (1911), town planning 
entailed a new standard of “improvement” that aimed at a larger reformist 
agenda of changing people and societies (Datta 2012: 2). Until the Bombay 
Improvement trust was initiated, the colonial state directed its investments 
towards developing the city’s commercial infrastructure, leaving large areas 
cramped without sewages and with unfit drinking water (Chandavarkar 1994: 
38–39; for Delhi, see Mann 2007). The so-called “renewal” promised by 
improvements in Bombay in the first two decades of the twentieth century 
directly contributed “to both higher living costs and deteriorating popular 
environments” and thereby “[it] actually worsened the plight of the urban 
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poor” (Hazareesingh 2001: 255). Similarly in Lucknow, modernization and 
hygienic “improvements” carried out as a part of town planning in the 1920s 
further marginalized specifically the urban poor by having them removed 
from the centers (Gooptu 2001: 83–84). After the 1934 earthquake, the local 
government’s official rhetoric and aims with town planning rested upon these 
notions of the bazaars as unhygienic and crowded areas used in arguments 
for urban planning in the metropolitan cities. 

The planning of smaller towns may have followed the same trajectories 
as the cities in the colonial era, an in-depth study on the town Jamalpur, a 
railway hub and railway works town at a distance of six miles by rail from 
Monghyr, suggests by pointing to several similarities in the planning of 
sanitation and security (Sinha 2012: 325–326, 329–333). In the considerably 
larger administrative town Patna, municipal committees under the direction 
of local British administrators addressed sanitary conditions by the end of the 
nineteenth century, but because of a lack of funds, arguably, failed to construct 
the necessary facilities and water provisions by adopting any encompassing 
schemes. Just like in the major cities, the attempt at developing sanitation 
infrastructure came in reaction to the spread of diseases from the so-called 
“native town” to the Europeans settlements (Yang 1998: 104–105). 

In the town Monghyr, severely ruined by the earthquake, a district 
gazetteer records several instances of previous encounters with colonial 
urban planning (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 540). Similar to in Patna, Jamalpur 
and the metropolitan cities, planning meant transformation of selected areas 
and focused on sanitation and clearing congested areas. Town planning of 
the south and south-west portion of Monghyr fort after the Uprising of 1857 
completely removed the “unhealthy” “native” settlements with “no roads to 
penetrate the labyrinth of huts” described as kaccà. As a result of complaints 
by the Collector of Monghyr, the residents were bought out from their “native 
huts” and an unnamed private individual paid for the erection of European 
bungalows, many still in existence in the 1950s, as well as the construction 
of the clock tower at the eastern gate which was ruined in 1934 earthquake 
and again rebuilt. After the area was remodeled in this way, access to the fort 
by road improved and the settlement turned out to be “the most fashionable 
and residential quarter” with a limited number of houses conveniently located 
in the safe shadow of the fort (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 540). 

In the early 1920s the municipal board arranged a piped water supply from 
the Ganges and a drainage system, but these facilities, like the improvement of 
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sanitary conditions and security, were restricted to mainly European residential 
areas (O’Malley 2007[1927]: 189). The sanitary “progress” of the town 
was in the decades preceding the earthquake behind its neighbor Jamalpur, 
described as “particularly clean and well-kept” (O’Malley 2007[1927]: 85). 
The date for installation of “piped-water” supply in Monghyr municipality 
is however described as “obscure,” with some provisions from Jamalpur 
by 1909 and the installation of a pumping station by 1913 (Roy Chaudhury 
1960: 334). Significantly, the gazetteer notes the impact of the earthquake 
on Monghyr’s urban landscape. The earthquake interrupted and ruined a 
substantial part of the planning which had been initiated for the reorganization 
of water infrastructure, cutting the water supply with about 50 percent during 
the first two years following the earthquake. Even though it was restored and 
expanded during the next five years, the supply was insufficient and subject to 
another round of planning. The reorganization was completed by 1936–1937 
and an expanded scheme was completed in 1938–1939 by the Public Health 
Engineering Department (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 334). Still, according to the 
gazetteer from 1960, the construction of drainages and roads in Monghyr’s 
bazaar after the earthquake was a major “improvement” undertaken from the 
1930s to the 1950s (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 549). 

The Chowk area got a “better look” with the town planning, with broader 
roads and lanes and pakkà drains (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 338). Interestingly, 
the gazetteer notes without expanding on the subject how after the earthquake 
the local government formed the “largest builder” in town. Not only the 
local government expanded its presence in the reconstruction phase but the 
gazetteer notes that it also “did some good” to Monghyr in terms of making 
people of a “higher income group” rebuild “better type pucca [sic]  houses” 
and facilitated the growth of the town laterally (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 
549). Correspondence and planning documents by government officials and 
planners, throw further light on how the local government and Monghyr 
municipality financed the work of constructing roads, drains and buildings in 
the Chowk bazaar and in the newly developed bazaar area Bekapur, or Raja 
Bazaar market as it was later called. The gazetteer detailed how the scheme 
cost 328,564 rupees,7 but its initiation was made possible by grants from the 

7 “Roads and Buildings 155,734 rupees; Water-supply and Sanitary Projects 
56,644 rupees; Other Charges 116,186 rupees; Construction of Raja Bazar Market 
116,186 rupees [i.e., Bekapur].” Although unclear, it appears that “Other Charges” 
was the same as “Construction of Raja Bazaar Market” (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 338).
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Viceroy’s Earthquake Relief Fund (VERF), a relief fund subscribed to by the 
public after being launched by its patron in the aftermath of the earthquake. At 
first, the estimated cost for planning the Chowk bazaar in Monghyr was 65,000 
rupees for roads, lightning, water supply and latrines, including the resumption 
of Khasmahal tenants.8 The bazaar was built on so-called Khasmahal land or 
long-term leases extended by the government (see, Robb 2013[1997]: 61). 
Relief Commissioner W.B. Brett, in charge of the government’s relief and 
reconstruction efforts and author of the official government report on the 
earthquake aftermath (Brett 1935), welcomed a grant of 50,000 rupees from 
the VERF towards the scheme, thereby the cost for the local government 
amounted to about 11,000 rupees, and the municipality was expected to 
profit by the “considerable” increased revenue from house tax.9 According 
to the gazetteer from 1960, the “Committee” of the Governor granted 50,000 
rupees for town planning, presumable referring to the local VERF committee 
headed by the governor of Bihar and Orissa (Roy Chaudhury 1960: 548). In 
addition, VERF guaranteed the cost of temporary huts amounting to 100,000 
rupees for the displaced population.10 With a slightly expanded budget, the 
municipality started the work with the help of a loan from the government 
of 25,000 rupees, and 50,000 rupees from the VERF. 

In the planning process and subsequent reconstruction of Monghyr, the 
municipality acquired the right to sell, and if unable to sell, to convert the 
plots to Khasmahal. However, almost two years after the earthquake, the 
government bought the new settlement Bekapur from the municipality since 
the acquisition of the land by the municipality had been “a mistake”: the 
ownership of Khasmahal land should have rested with the local government. 
The municipality had failed to sell the land, and therefore the government’s 
decision to “re-purchase” the area was a form of “help towards the scheme.” 
The government offered the municipality 150,000 rupees for the land, 
including certain rights in connection with temporary huts. The “generous” 
price was according to the council’s decision fixed after having taken into 

8 Memo: “Estimate of Town Improvement Costs, Monghyr,” A. Wheeler, Town 
Engineer, Monghyr, April 13, 1934, RE, BSA.

9 Brett had, however, mentioned the sum of 11,000 rupees as the cost of the 
government. Memo: “Monghyr Town Planning Scheme,” W.B. Brett, April 15, 1934. 
Brett’s memo was submitted to the local government after having consulted F.C. 
Temple’s memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” April 14, 1934, RE, BSA.

10 Notes by W.B. Brett, April 15, 1934, RE, BSA.
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consideration the purchase price of the land, the development of the area, and 
the loss of profit that the municipality might have expected from settlement of 
the land.11 In spite of these complications, the bazaar being Khasmahal land 
and thereby relatively cheap to resume, appears to have been an important 
factor in the realization of town planning in Monghyr. In Darbhanga, none 
of the bazaar schemes apart from the Oval Market were realized and more 
than half of the initial donation made by the Maharajadhiraja was spent 
on acquisition of land, houses and administration (Roy Chaudhury 1964: 
422–423). In Muzaffarpur, widening roads in the bazaar turned “prohibitive 
in cost” and therefore targeted “cheaper houses,” and as a consequence road 
widening was only partially implemented with space to form “refuges” for 
the residents in future earthquakes (Brett 1935: 74).

Image 1: “A view taken in the Chowk,” Monghyr (Turnbull and Ormerod 1934: 268)

11 “Appendix. Schedules to Supplementary Demands: No. 1. Supplementary 
Demand under the head ‘Land Revenue.’” Thursday, November 19, 1936 (GoB 1937).
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Planning the Chowk Bazaar in Monghyr
The “opportunity” for town planning came with the sudden and widespread 
destruction caused by the earthquake. It facilitated town planning by 
demolishing houses and forced many inhabitants to migrate to the streets, 
parks, and open spaces. Contrary to town planning in Bombay in 1898, which 
was delayed by the acquisition of land and properties as wells as arrangements 
for temporary accommodation (Kidambi 2007: 78–81), rebuilding the 
bazaars in Bihar offered to the government a chance where the demolition 
of houses and dislocation of residents within the towns had been taken care 
of by the earthquake. The perception of the earthquake as an “opportunity” 
for making changes to the urban landscape is easy to imagine from reading 
Datta’s remarks on how official views of Barra bazaar in Calcutta throughout 
the nineteenth century swung from romantic notions of the oriental to the 
denunciatory: “the latter harboured fantasies of razing this commercial hub 
to the ground removing what was seen as an important locust of disease in 
the city” (Datta 2012: 9). 

The local government of Bihar realized the need to stall rebuilding at 
an early stage in order to initiate town planning. The decision to impede 
reconstruction of buildings in the towns subject to town planning was partly 
justified by technical concerns raised by officers from the GSI who cautioned 
against rebuilding based on a fear of aftershocks lasting “for some months” 
and the impact of the earthquake on land levels and river courses in north 
Bihar (Dunn, Auden and Ghosh 1934: 48). The geologists’ first appreciation 
of the situation was published in a government communiqué as an “expert 
advice” against rebuilding of “pakkà” buildings in north Bihar until after the 
monsoon had settled the ground.12 In the towns subject to town planning, the 
municipalities banned rebuilding without exceptions to the rule. The local 
government viewed the stop on rebuilding as essential in order to the plans for 
wider roads in the municipalities of Monghyr and Muzaffarpur. Acquisition 
of roadside space was central to the envisioned town plans. Two paragraphs 

12 J.A. Dunn, Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey of India, to the Chief 
Secretary, Govt. of B&O, Patna, January 29, 1934; P.C. Tallents, Chief Secretary to 
Government, to The Director, Geological Survey of India, Calcutta, Patna, February 
2, 1934, RE, BSA. Also mentioned in Dunn et al. 1939: 161. The local government 
published the recommendations as a “preliminary report” for public consumption 
(i.e., Dunn, Auden and Ghosh 1934). GSI published its official version later the same 
year (Auden and Ghosh 1934).
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in the Municipal Act enforced the right of the local government to take over 
plots in order to widen roads and plan public goods such as road lightning 
and drainages. With section 173 of the act, the commissioner could define 
the roads and claim space that crossed the line of the new road. Two other 
sections (186 and 188) of the act made the house owners have any alteration 
or re-erection of property on notice with the commissioner for one month 
before work could start according to the Judicial Department, thereby giving 
the government time to discuss the outline of the new town plans.13 With the 
support of the acts, the local government efficiently put a temporary halt on 
all attempts at reconstruction in the town areas under investigation. In effect, 
the ban on rebuilding and undertaking repairs meant that the government 
would have to deal with temporary accommodation for persons who were 
rendered homeless for an indefinite period. This was considered to be a 
rather strenuous task for the government, but having people rebuild on land 
that “eventually will be required for widening the roads,” was considered 
to “greatly” have complicated the procedure.14

Monghyr Town Planning Scheme started to take form in mid-April under 
the supervision of Relief Commissioner W.B. Brett and the chief technical 
adviser, Relief Engineer and Supply Officer Colonel F.C. Temple (Brodie et 
al. 2001: 777–778), in charge of reconstruction and the Town Engineers hired 
to facilitate reconstruction of private property as well as of local government 
buildings. On the local level in Monghyr, the planning was coordinated by the 
District Magistrate and Collector of Bhagalpur district, the Town Engineer, 
and the Special Officer in charge of the municipality who was the person 
most involved in the day-to-day communication with the residents.15

Relief Engineer and Supply Officer Temple was well known to the local 
governments of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa: though he was privately 
employed at the time of the earthquake, he had previously been sanitation 
engineer to the government of Bihar and Orissa, with extensive experience 
in town planning from designing Jamshedpur’s new town plan as its labor 
population and land expanded with its growing industries (Temple 1919). 
Having Temple in charge of the town planning in Bihar and for giving 

13 Notes passed between Secretary to the Govt. of B&O, Secretary, LSG, and 
Secretary, Judicial Dept., Patna, January 26–30, 1934, RE, BSA.

14 Memo: District Magistrate, Patna, January 26, 1934, RE, BSA.
15 Memo: “Monghyr Town Planning Scheme,” W.B. Brett, April 15, 1934; F.C. 

Temple’s Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” April 14, 1934, RE, BSA.
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technical advice to Relief Commissioner Brett was a choice that fitted 
the government officials’ expectations on town planning as a project to 
implement sanitary “improvements.” Since Temple had been the chief 
engineer behind Jamshedpur’s town plan in 1919, his well-established 
contacts with contractors in the resourceful neighboring town and the 
government administration were expected to facilitate the work progress. 

The documentation of Temple’s town planning in Jamshedpur has been 
described by Sinha and Singh (2011: 264) as an opportunity to review the 
underlying philosophy and influences of planners and architects who shaped 
the industrial town. As they note, the needs and arguments of planning an 
industrial town differed from the metropolitan cities designed by star architects 
and conceived in totality. In the fast growing industrial town Jamshedpur, “the 
Temple plan” had foremost concentrated on accommodating the increasing 
number of workers and at the same time creating a town plan with open 
spaces, and as a compensation for housing shortage, an improved water and 
sanitation system to upkeep hygienic facilities despite overcrowding (Sinha 
and Singh 2011: 270). His planning of Jamshedpur was sensitive to local 
tribal conditions and “undoubtedly” influenced by garden city planning, and 
“perhaps” by Patrick Geddes’ (1919) work in India on civic improvement, 
although he never explicitly acknowledged either influence in the report and 
publication drawn upon by Sinha and Singh (2011). Geddes’ direct or indirect 
influence on Temple’s ideas was however not unlikely since his ideas were 
widely accepted even beyond the circles of government and the offices of 
planners (Welter 2002: 49–50; Spodek 2013: 60). Despite contemporary 
criticism against his idealistic approach toward town planning as a form 
of “civilisational transition” (Gooptu 2001: 77–78), and later debates on 
his ability to actually alter planning or to consider other points of view, his 
recommendation on planning in Calcutta’s Barra bazaar scheme submitted 
in 1919, the same year as Temple submitted his report on town planning 
in Jamshedpur, showed him “willing to enter into a strategic dialogue with 
official planning” (Datta 2012: 17–18). 

Temple’s suggestions for Monghyr appears to have reflected the 
government’s practical concerns by focusing on the removal of “slums” and 
road widening, although his points on the health benefits of making small 
parks in bazaars may have been a direct influence of Geddes’ visonary ideas. 
The envisioned playgrounds for children and open spaces to improve living 
conditions took up marginal space in Temple’s proposal in comparison to 
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planning of roads and controlling construction of houses. More apparent in his 
approach to the transformative aspect of town planning was the government’s 
responsibility to “civilize” the bazaar by removing its “slum”: “When all the 
civilized world is actively working for slum removal, it is unthinkable that 
the Chawk [sic] should be rebuilt as a slum, especially with Government 
as its landlord.” Central to Temple’s suggestions for the transformation of 
sanitary conditions in the bazaar was the removal of a “slum” by decreasing 
the population density and improving facilities for hygiene. The first “great 
merit” of the plan was in his opinion its capacity to relieve the area of “bad 
overcrowding” and turn “a bad slum into a not unreasonable over populated 
[sic] quarter.” The government was the “landlord” of the Chowk bazaar as 
Temple pointed out at the planning stage.16 This gave the government the right 
to resume leases, and as Temple recommended for the sake of convenience 
in terms of town planning, the government took over the whole area and 
mapped out new plots (Brett 1935: 72).

Since the actual bazaar population before the earthquake was a contested 
number, it is little surprising that the official and unofficial number of deaths 
claimed by the earthquake remained a matter of contention and resulted in 
a house-to-house enquiry by the local government that only confirmed the 
official number (Brett 1935: 8). The municipality provided the rough official 
estimate of approximately 3,000–4,000 residents (Brett 1935: 72; BCRC 
1934: 66). The official death-toll in Monghyr town was 1,260 (Brett 1935: 
8) while unofficial estimates claimed as many as 10,000 deaths, most of 
them in the bazaar (BCRC 1934: 20; Saksena 1934: 23–24). According to 
the municipality, 750 families lived in the Chowk bazaar and “indications” 
showed that the estimate was more likely to be too low than too high. 
Considering that the area consisted of 500 municipal holdings before the 
earthquake, the municipality estimated that half of those contained two 
families.17

16 Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F.C. Temple, April 14, 1934, 
RE, BSA.

17 Brett pointed out that according to Temple the number of municipal holdings 
were 461 plots. Memo: “Monghyr Town Planning Scheme,” W.B. Brett, April 15, 
1934, RE, BSA. “Some political and other aspects of Earthquake Relief in Bihar,” 
M.G. Hallett, unofficial report, March 31, 1934, HP, NAI. According to Brett’s 
(1935: 8, 72) later report, there were 700 holdings in the Chowk bazaar and adjacent 
Madhupur bazaar.
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In order to achieve what Temple considered ideal in terms of sanitary 
conditions for the residents, he carefully calculated families per acre. In 
his estimate 47.4 families per acre lived in the “very badly overcrowded 
slum area” the Chowk bazaar before the earthquake. It was far too many 
since according to the standards followed by him, 12 families per acre 
were “generally accepted throughout the world as best for practical urban 
conditions.”18 In the town plan proposal for Jamshedpur he had followed 
the same guidelines in accordance with the prevalent garden city ideals of 
low population density (Sinha and Singh 2011: 269–270). In the new areas 
for settlements and with the improvements in the Chowk bazaar, the ratio 
would, according to Temple, be 17.5 families per acre. This figure was, 
according to his town planning proposal for Monghyr, “far from ideal,” 
but even so, “an immense improvement.” The re-planned area would still 
be “rather too thickly populated judged by ideal standards” but “adequate” 
for the purpose. Some plots of the new area Temple presumed would partly 
have less families per acre, since they would rebuild “larger and better 
houses” while he expected higher population density in the Chowk bazaar. 
By placing the most densely populated holdings away from the center of 
the bazaar, both circulation of transport and air would benefit, and in case 
of another earthquake the congestion would be less. Temple wanted to limit 
the number of families to maximum 25 per acre, and that too only in a small 
holding and on the fringes of an area. 

Relief Commissioner Brett, who coordinated the local government’s relief 
and reconstruction efforts, claimed this figure to be incorrect since it did 
not take into consideration that many plots were meant for shops, therefore 
the population density was actually higher in residential areas. Either way, 
whether including shop spaces in the calculation or not, Brett thought that 
the population density would be more than desirable and “congestion in the 
Chauk bazar [sic] will still be at a fairly high figure.”19 The lower population 
density would first of all be the outcome of road constructions meant to 
facilitate traffic thereby leading to “greater prosperity in the town” by 
improved conditions for the traders of the town according to Temple’s plan.20 

18 Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F.C. Temple, April 14, 1934, 
RE, BSA.

19 Memo: “Monghyr Town Planning Scheme,” W.B. Brett, April 15, 1934, RE, BSA.
20 Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F.C. Temple, April 14, 1934, 

RE, BSA.
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As a corollary of the restructured space, wider roads and lower buildings 
meant a reduced number of plots. 

Before the earthquake the two main roads in the Chowk bazaar were 
between 20 and 25 feet wide, the side roads 10 to 12 feet wide, and lanes of 
an average of 7 feet in some places, “a tangled labyrinth” according to the 
Relief Commissioner. In the new plan for Monghyr, the roads of the bazaar 
were 40 feet wide; likewise, in the new settlement area Bekapur, the roads 
were of the same width (Brett 1935: 72). The Chowk bazaar road, described 
as the main road in town, was widened to 50 feet. In the two new areas 
Bekapur and Guhiapokhar adjacent to the Chowk, seven acres were set aside 
for roads and infrastructure and 20 acres were developed as holdings (The 
Searchlight 1934). As the planning of the bazaar proceeded, new ideas came 
up. Road improvements entailed a new design of the Purabsarai, the main 
artery of the bazaar, by which the electric poles were moved from the road 
to the pavement (see Image 2). In that way the road between the drains was 
free for traffic, a measure that further facilitated access to the bazaar area.

Image 2: Drawing of “Present road” and “Proposed road” design for Purabsarai 
road in in Monghyr.21

For the new design, more land had to be acquired resulting in the 
reduction of plot sizes. In the Chowk bazaar, the 12–15 acres of plots would 
be cut down to 10 acres of plots because of expanded roads and drains. At the 
same time, each plot would contain fewer residents and therefore the town 

21 Notes, 3 pp., W.B. Brett, June 10, 1934. To widen the Purabsarai road, 0.682 
acres had to be set aside. Memo: “Monghyr Town Planning Scheme,” W.B. Brett, 
April 15, 1934, RE, BSA.
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plan extended the bazaar area with 27 acres of arable and waste land to the 
south and south-east of the Chowk bazaar (Brett 1935: 72).22 Brett raised 
doubts if the new settlement area, Bekapur was reasonable in view of the size 
of the population to be resettled. In Brett’s calculations, the population in the 
Chowk would have to decrease from 750 families to 450 families, while in 
Temple’s estimate the exact figure of 395 families could be allowed to stay 
in the Chowk bazaar and 355 families had to be accommodated elsewhere. 
Since the estimate of 750 families “may be” was too low, Brett preferred to 
count on the same figure arrived at by Temple, 350 families for which new 
plots had to be arranged.23 As it turned out in September, half of the official 
3,000 residents had to be permanently relocated (The Searchlight 1934).

Temple recommended acquiring as much land as possible in the new 
settlement Bekapur since more space helped to create “hygienic conditions”  
by decreasing the population density.24 The land acquired in Bekapur was 
mainly agricultural land except for few acres of wasteland. Partly water-
logged and low, it was necessary to fill it with debris in order to avoid flooding 
of the area during the monsoon. This did perhaps not sound as the best 
preconditions but with three feet of debris as landfill the area stood the test 
during at least the first year’s rains (The Searchlight 1934). The use of debris 
was economical in many ways: by using it for leveling and raising the land, 
road-making was cheap in Bekapur (Brett 1935: 72). Temple noted how the 
new site provided a much needed site in which for dumping the debris from 
the Chowk bazaar. According to his proposal, the plots in Bekapur “tended 
to become insanitary rubbish dumps” but the new settlement of “a well laid 
out shopping area” would help to “improve the health and amenities of the 
town.” In effect, the town plan with the extended and planned bazaar area 
became a means to relieve the town from two insanitary areas created by 
“rubbish dumps” and cramped infrastructure in terms of drains and roads.25 

22 “30th Communiqué, Patna 16 May, 1934: Monghyr Town-planning Scheme,” 
HP, NAI. Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F. C. Temple, April 14, 
1934, RE, BSA.

23 Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F.C. Temple, April 14, 1934, 
RE, BSA. 

24 Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F.C. Temple, April 14, 1934, 
RE, BSA.

25 Memo: “Monghyr: Reconstruction Proposals,” F.C. Temple, April 14, 1934, 
RE, BSA.
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By early April, 150 bullock carts, fifteen motor trucks and “an army” of 
more than thousand coolies under the supervision of the town engineer were 
emptying the Chowk of debris (Indian Nation 1934a).

Soon evident to the planners and the population affected, town planning 
required a temporary relocation of a large section of the bazaar’s residents, 
while the changes to the lay-out of the bazar by means of “improvements,” 
i.e., broader roads, electric light and drains, would necessitate a permanent 
relocation of about half of the bazaar residents. Essential to realize the 
reconstruction of the Chowk bazar was compensation and resettlement of 
the bazaar population displaced by the space claimed by the infrastructural 
developments.
  
Congested and Contested Spaces: Consolidating the Interests 
of the Bazaar Population
The changes brought to the bazaar by means of planning necessitated 
settlement of new land and relocation of inhabitants. Temple had in his 
proposal expected the relocation of half of the residents from the Chowk 
to cause “the greatest dissatisfaction.” Residents of the Chowk organized 
meetings to protest the wholesale acquisition of land by the government 
even before the town plan was announced.26 At the drafting stage of the new 
town plan, residents of Monghyr protested against the scheme and referred 
to it as an idea proposed by the government and “some local men” (Indian 
Nation 1934b). On the contrary, the government claimed the idea of planning 
to be popular with the broader public and described those who protested as 
having “vested interests” (Indian Nation 1934a). The government accused 
a “section of malcontents,” namely Khasmahal holders who would lose out 
on rental incomes in the new town plan of conducting a campaign against 
the scheme. And claimed that it had the support of “the more responsible 
inhabitants of the town, including the majority of the house-owners who 
stood to lose heavily by the abolition of the old congested conditions and 
of the high rates which they involved” (Brett 1935: 73).

However, the Khasmahal holders’ support was achieved by consolidating 
their interest in land. The local government treated the Khasmahal holders 
whose land had been resumed in the Chowk bazaar as the primary “sufferers” 

26 “Week ending 31 March” in Weekly Reports on Earthquake by Deputy 
Inspector-General, Criminal Investigation Dept., Political Special (PS), BSA.
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in terms of financial losses, and compensation for and consolidation of this 
group was a central part of the planning process. Before the earthquake these 
people had profited from subletting and would “now suffer in two ways,” 
according to Brett. Firstly, the Khasmahal holders would lose subtenants since 
they would be granted smaller plots in the bazaar and controlled constructions 
meant smaller houses likely to accommodate fewer sub-tenants. Secondly, 
the government “was giving the opportunity” to their former sub-tenants to 
obtain land in the new settlements. Thereby the rate of rent in the Chowk 
was also likely to reduce with the decline in demand, and consequently the 
Khasmahal holders would lose profit derived from sub-tenants. The new 
town plan would “deprive” Khasmahal holders of “a considerable portion of 
their income” since they would lose part of their tenancy as well as partly be 
granted smaller plots. Not surprisingly Brett referred to the former Khasmahal 
holders of the Chowk bazaar as the “principal sufferers” of the new plan. This 
suffering was however solely financial as Brett pointed out by noting that 
the Khasmahal lease holders had more land than “actually needed for their 
own accommodation,” thereby “deriving a very large income from subletting 
shops and houses in what was essentially a slum area.” 

According to the municipal officer appointed for the task of reconstruction 
in the Chowk bazaar, three of the “principal” Khasmahal tenants used to 
get about 380 rupees per month in rental income for holdings of “about a 
third of an acre” while the ground rent was 213 rupees per acre per annum, 
though this rate “varied greatly.” Brett reasoned that the people being 
deprived of their Khasmahal, or parts of it, should be given the opportunity 
to acquire land and sublet in Bekapur in compensation for their financial 
losses. Those Khasmahal holders who would not be granted a new lease in 
the Chowk bazaar, would be offered land in Bekapur at the same rate as of 
the old holding, and:

I would give these ejected [Khasmahal] tenants an increase in the area 
of their holdings corresponding to the extent which the town planning 
scheme is reducing the density of the population, that is, I would give 
them 50 per cent more land, so that they can accommodate the same 
number of sub-tenants as they did formerly.27

27 Memo: “Monghyr Town Planning Scheme,” W.B. Brett, April 15, 1934, RE, 
BSA.
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The improvements in living conditions and safety had changed conditions 
for land-ownership, but following Brett’s recommendation, the alterations 
in holdings would not change tenancy relations and the profits made by 
land in the hands of a few. Brett cautioned against upsetting Khasmahal 
holders further: “The government would not be in a strong position if they 
insisted on avoiding a loss by taking the same amount of rent for reduced 
areas,” which the widening of roads and construction of drainages meant 
and recommended the government to face a loss in Khasmahal income as a 
corollary of the widened roads. The government had in this regard nothing 
to win by increasing the lease amount in order to cover for the land lost to 
roads. The new areas under acquisition were thereby primarily meant as 
compensation to former Khasmahal tenants for the loss of land in the Chowk 
bazaar and for the loss of income in subletting their holdings. 

Brett’s interest in consolidating the Khasmahal holders in the 
reconstruction phase faded as the town planning progressed. By September 
Brett officially accused “certain persons who in the past have derived a large 
income from subletting shops in the Chowk Bazar [sic]” of opposing the 
town planning scheme. In the resumed areas of 460 Khasmahal holdings, 
five people held seventy five holdings. For two acres these persons had paid 
about 400–500 rupees per year to the local government while rental incomes 
had been as much as 1,500 rupees per month or 18,000 rupees per year in 
total. Contrary to his initial suggestions, Brett showed no inclination to 
protect the interests of the Khasmahal holders as he spoke in the Legislative 
Assembly about the benefits of the reconstruction scheme for sub-tenants as 
well. From at the outset having advocated the Khasmahal holders’ interests, 
Brett now accused those subletting for making money at the expense of the 
bazaar population’s safety (The Searchlight 1934). From initially having 
focused on compensating Khasmahal holders for the loss of land and rental 
opportunities, the benefits of the scheme were described as in the interest 
of shopkeepers and former sub-tenants. This was diametrically opposite to 
the recommendations in the initial planning phase. Brett emphasized that 
the government was “under no obligation” to provide lands at concessional 
rates to this group as it was possible to get higher rates from these “merely 
sub-tenants” and residents from other parts of Monghyr town. Despite giving 
sub-tenants and the town population access to plots, the scheme benefitted 
those who had lost their Khasmahal in the Chowk bazaar by granting them 
double the amount of land in Bekapur. Those who remained in the Chowk 
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bazaar were offered the re-drawn plots at the same rate per areal after 
improvements had been done and irrespective of location in the bazaar.28

In the immediate aftermath of the earthquake many of the Chowk 
residents had fled to the Ramlila Maidan and subsequently stayed on 
in makeshift huts.29 A census of its occupants conducted in early June 
showed that “many” Chowk resident as well as “all sorts of people” from 
all over town30 had settled and built 384 huts in all.31 Later, in June 1934, 
Monghyr municipality decided to evacuate and close down the Ramlila 
Maidan settlement, as it found it insanitary and cholera had broken out in 
town. Consequently, the majority of the residents of former Chowk in the 
“hovels” on Ramlila Maidan were transferred to Bekapur towards the end 
of June. Some people were moved to the newly constructed colony by the 
Mayor of Calcutta’s relief fund at Purabsarai and Belan bazaar. The new, 
and judging by the interest shown by shop-owners, popular settlement at 
Bekapur was constructed while the Chowk bazaar was being cleared of 
debris and remapped into new holdings. For some residents it was only a 
temporary stay since they had right to Khasmahal in the Chowk bazaar as 
soon as the redrawn plots had been settled.32 By mid-July only a hundred 
temporary huts remained in Ramlila Maidan but their residents seemed to 
have nowhere to go.33 

An altercation between residents and government and municipal officials 
illustrated that many were unhappy about being forced to relocate. The local 

28 “Settlement of Lands with the Tenants of the Chauk Area, Monghyr,” 34. 
[Question by] Rai Bahadur Deonandan Prasad Singh, reply by the Hon’ble Mr. Shri 
Krishna Sinha, February 8, 1939 (GoB 1939: 214–215).

29 Ramlila Maidan is a ground or field used by the public in towns, traditionally 
used for staging the Ramlila, an annual drama depicting the life of Lord Ram, but 
also used for political, religious, entertainment or recreational activities. 

30 “Weekly Bulletin” (week ending March 9, 1934), W.B. Brett to M.G. Hallett, 
HP, NAI.

31 “Temporary Housing,” extract from “Earthquake Reconstruction,” D.O. 320, 
July 9, 1934, forwarded by District Magistrate A.J. Mainwaring, to P.C. Tallents, 
Ranchi, July 12, 1934, PS, BSA.

32 Memo: Ramanugrah Jha, Special Officer, Monghyr Municipality, to District 
Magistrate, July 3, 1934, PS, BSA.

33 “Temporary Housing,” extract from “Earthquake Reconstruction,” D.O. 320, 
July 9, 1934, forwarded by District Magistrate A.J. Mainwaring, to P.C. Tallents, 
Ranchi, July 12, 1934, PS, BSA. 
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government did its best to silence such complaints by intercepting telegrams 
to newspapers about the discontent in the Ramlila Maidan and property being 
“thrown in the dust.”34 These telegrams were not written out of thin air, as a 
report by the District Magistrate himself corroborated the course of events. 
Government officials accompanied by the police made a “personal visit” 
and by force removed “one or two” pàn-sellers since many were showing 
“great reluctance to move.” Though his account does no reveal much about 
the incident, the eviction of pàn-sellers, the visit by the government officials 
and police in combination with the alarm expressed in the telegrams indicated 
that far from everyone were happy with the arrangements. After the incident 
in the Ramlila Maidan, 500 people gathered at the Marriott club to voice their 
discontent with the insufficient number of plots and facilities to set up shops 
and residential quarters. Although unfairly allotted shops at Bekapur and 
the remission of municipal taxes were topics up for discussion, the primary 
discontent was voiced by shopkeepers who wanted to stay in the Ramlila 
Maidan since they were doing “good business” from their temporary shops. 

Two articles in The Searchlight and in the Indian Nation addressed 
the topics of the meeting and accused the municipal officer in-charge and 
the local administration of “High-handedness in Excelsis,” “Victimization 
and discrimination” and “nepotism” in allocating shops while leaving 
other without option but to linger in the Ramlila Maidan.35 After the local 
government in Patna inquired about the apparent discontent,36 the District 
Magistrate admitted a shortage of housing since there were “at present not 
enough shops to accommodate everyone who asked for them” but denied 
forced evictions.37 Similar to Brett who identified the Khasmahal holders 
with substantial holdings the main opponents to the scheme, the District 
Magistrate and the municipal officer identified the “source of agitation” as 

34 D.O. 2019, District Magistrate A.J. Mainwaring (Collector’s House, Monghyr), 
to P.C. Tallents, Chief Secretary to Govt., B&O, Ranchi, July 12, 1934, PS, BSA.

35 “Temporary Housing,” extract from “Earthquake Reconstruction,” D.O. 304, 
District Officer, Monghyr to the Commissioner [of Bhagalpur], July 2, 1934, PS, 
BSA. “Extract from the confidential diary of the Superintendent of Police,” Monghyr, 
July 2, 1934, to the Chief Secretary, Govt. of B&O, July 7, 1934, PS, BSA.

36 D.O. 3473-C, P.C. Tallents to A.J. Mainwaring, District Magistrate, Monghyr, 
July 9, 1934, PS, BSA.

37 “In reply to D.O. 3473-C,” A.J. Mainwaring, District Magistrate, Monghyr, to 
P.C. Tallents, July 12, 1934, PS, BSA.
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“a small group of well-to-do Marwaris…now squealing because they cannot 
obtain more than their fair share of temporary accommodation at Bekapur.38

Bekapur had, according to the municipal officer, become so “immensely 
popular that about the entire business town including the new comers [sic] 
want to get into it.” People keenly requested allotments in Bekapur since 
that was where the bazaar had moved. Among the shopkeepers “a number 
of people” had reportedly tried to “influence” the municipal officer and the 
town engineer, perhaps successfully since the municipal officer suggested to 
double the number of plots in Bekapur arranged by the District Magistrate 
as a result of the agitation in the Ramlila Maidan settlement and the high 
demand of plots. Judging from the municipal officer’s description of the 
pressure exerted by the shop owners from the Chowk bazaar, they did neither 
lack resources, nor voice. In the end, an unidentified number of former 
tenants and sub-tenants from the Chowk remained without compensation 
at least until 1939. By then it was proposed to provide cash instead of land, 
which the government had yet to find a suitable fund for. The government 
had promised 50 percent extra land to the tenants and the Bekapur area was 
not large enough for the requirement. Instead the government had tried to 
offer land in other areas, but the former tenants declined the proposal and 
financial compensation appeared as the only way out.39

Conclusion: Redistribution and Renewal
In pressing the case for town planning, the devastation of the earthquake 
served as an argument for broadening roads and lowering the population 
density. Wider roads and a smaller bazaar population would give more space 
for people to move and thereby lessen the risk of a high death toll in future 
earthquakes. In this way, the earthquake, by the destruction wrought and 
the possibility of its recurrence, became instrumental in facilitating both the 
inception of planning and the town plan of the bazaar. 

38 Memo: Ramanugrah Jha, Special Officer, Monghyr Municipality, to District 
Magistrate, Monghyr, July 3, 1934; “Temporary Housing,” extract from “Earthquake 
Reconstruction,” D.O. 304, District Officer, Monghyr to the Commissioner [of 
Bhagalpur], July 2, 1934; Forwarded to the Chief Secretary, Govt. of B&O, July 7, 
1934, PS, BSA.

39 “Settlement of Lands with the Tenants of the Chauk Area, Monghyr” (GoB 
1939).
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This article has discussed the ideas underpinning the basis for the 
government’s reconstruction plans from the perspective of planners, 
government officials and, to some extent, the persons affected by the 
restructuring of space. To rebuild better and safer structures with future 
earthquakes in mind, the technical expertise of the GSI regarded as a question 
of costs which private persons had to bear. The lack of a building code for, 
or even an attempt to impact reconstruction of houses by prescribing better 
quality material, was explained with the multiple construction types in use 
and private persons’ inability to afford materials of good quality. In this 
context, town planning officially functioned as a way to address earthquake 
safety by widening roads and lowering the population density. While this 
was one aim motivating the urban transformation made possible by the 
earthquake, changes advocated by government officials and town planners 
followed an historical trajectory of town planning that had “improved” 
sanitary and transport conditions in urban India since the late nineteenth 
century. Town planning was perceived as a project in the hands of the 
government and a moment for reordering commercial areas and facilitating 
communication. The new plan for the Chowk bazaar in Monghyr illustrated 
how town planning was foremost an instrument to remove a “slum” in line 
with prevalent ideals in colonial town planning.

Another outcome of town planning was the unveiling of tenancy relations 
in the bazaars. The local government and planners first of all consolidated the 
interests of Khasmahal holders, whose inflated rents had contributed to the 
cramped conditions of the bazaar by offering them bazaar land in Bekapur, 
the newly developed extensions of the Chowk bazaar. Former Khasmahal 
holders were privileged by getting preferential treatment in the allocation 
of land and rehabilitation of the residents served to reinforce the power 
Khasmahal holders held in extracting rents from sub-tenants.
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